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Wind farm awards lead mining museum funding lifeline  

 Wanlockhead Mining Museum celebrates substantial donation 
 Opening for 2019 season now guaranteed 

Perth, 29 October 2018 
 
Thanks to a substantial donation from Innogy Renewables UK, Wanlockhead Lead Mining Museum has 
the necessary funding in place to open its doors in spring 2019.  
 
Following the withdrawal of a regular source of income earlier this year, the museum’s future 
development was under threat.  However, this donation provides a funding lifeline that will enable the 
museum to keep the tearoom open as a community hub over the winter, and to start the 2019 season on 
a more secure footing. 
 
Alex Murley, innogy’s Head of Development UK Onshore Wind, said:  “We are committed to supporting 
Scottish communities in areas where we develop and operate renewable energy projects. It is important 
to us, when developing our projects, that we are able to work with local organisations in order to 
maximise the economic benefits to the local economy.  
 
“In October 2016, residents local to the museum responded to an innogy consultation as to how funding 
could be delivered.  They emphasised that support for tourism opportunities was a priority.  To that end, 
we hope that this donation will support the museum in meeting some of its financial challenges, allowing 
it to continue to develop sustainably, increase its visitor numbers and to continue to provide local 
employment and a much needed community hub.” 
 
Jon Evans, Chair of the Wanlockhead Museum Trust, said: “We thank innogy for their generous donation 
which has come at a critical time, with the museum losing a regular source of funds at short notice.  In 
March 2018, the ability of the museum and café to confidently open in 2019 was under threat. We can 
now be sure that we will open for the full 2019 season, and be able to fund the museum’s strategy to 
diversify our funding base to ensure this unique tourist and community hub can thrive on a sustainable 
basis.”   
 
Throughout the development of the proposed Harryburn Wind Farm, innogy has carried out a 
comprehensive programme of engagement with the local communities that has had strong focus on the 
potential local economic benefits the project could deliver. 
 
In addition to this, innogy has committed to providing a community fund of between £256,000 and 
£328,000 per year for the lifetime of the project (based on £5k per MW installed capacity). This funding 
will become available should Harryburn Wind Farm become operational, which could occur as early as 
2022. 
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About innogy SE 
innogy SE is a leading German energy company, with revenue of around €43 billion (2017), more than 42,000 employees and 
activities in 15 countries across Europe. With its three business segments Renewables, Grid & Infrastructure and Retail, innogy 
addresses the requirements of a modern, decarbonised, decentralised and digital energy world. Its activities focus on its  
about 22 million customers, and on offering them innovative and sustainable products and services which enable them to use 
energy more efficiently and improve their quality of life. The key markets are Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and 
Belgium, as well as several countries in Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe, especially the Czech Republic, Hungary and 
Poland. In renewable power generation, the company is also active in other regions, e.g. Spain, Italy and the USA, with a total 
capacity of 3.9 gigawatts. As a leader of innovation in future-oriented fields like eMobility, we are represented in the 
international hot-spots of the technology industry such as Silicon Valley, Tel Aviv and Berlin. We combine the extensive expertise 
of our energy technicians and engineers with digital technology partners, from start-ups to major corporates. 
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